Identification of paternal mitochondrial DNA sequences in the nucleus-cytoplasm hybrids of tetraploid and hexaploid wheat with D and D2 plasmons from Aegilops species.
Mitochondrial (mt) DNA structures were studied in 12 nucleus-cytoplasm (NC) hybrids of tetraploid and hexaploid wheat in which nuclear genomes of the recurrent paternal wheat parents were combined with D and D2 plasmons from Aegilops species. RFLP analysis of 15 mtDNA regions indicated the presence of the paternal sequences in six regions encompassing 11 structural genes in all the NC hybrids. PCR-RFLP analysis showed that one region (a nad3-orf156 region) consisted of a mixture of the maternal, paternal and novel paternal-like sequences. The presence of unexpectedly high levels of the paternal sequences was confirmed by random PCR cloning and sequencing of this region. PCR-RFLP analysis of the random clones further showed that the relative stoichiometry of the maternal and paternal sequences varied depending on the plasmons from the maternal parents and the nuclear backgrounds of the paternal parents. Our results suggest that the differential amplification of the paternal mtDNA sequences is under the control of NC interaction in these NC hybrids.